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a single professional… a single professional… 
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another lesson 
learned:

The science lags 
behind…
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Hydrogeological failuresHydrogeological failures

� Unlike structural engineering 
failures, hydrogeological failures are 
not as easily corrected
It has taken an era to develop a 
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� It has taken an era to develop a 
hydrogeological regime and it will 
take another era to fix it

� Yet…slow-motion failures do not 
grasp the imagination



Should we review 
this hydrogeological 
report?

Should we review 
this hydrogeological 
report?

Contrary to what some may think, not 
everything in a development 
application gets reviewed (at least not 
equally):
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equally):
1. Lack of resources
2. Lack of expertize
3. Lack of time (the dreaded 180 days)
4. Lack of review criteria



Do we really need 
to review the nuts 
and bolts?

Do we really need 
to review the nuts 
and bolts?

� In hydrogeology there is very little 
that is subject to regulatory reviews

� Unlike items that can be reviewed 
against a code, hydrogeological 
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against a code, hydrogeological 
reports are “mysterious” to most 
municipal staff

� Groundwater is all about the details
� Little codification = need for 

thorough reviews



How do we review this?How do we review this?

There is a variety of possible reviews.  The 
following possibilities are from the draft (PEO) 
guideline for Professional Engineers Conducting 
Peer or Technical Reviews:

1. Peer Reviews
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2. Technical Reviews
3. Regulatory Reviews
4. Internal Reviews
5. “Other” Reviews



1. Peer Reviews1. Peer Reviews

� Non-technical
� The reviewer verifies whether the 

professional has followed industry-
accepted methodologies, codes, etc.
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accepted methodologies, codes, etc.
� No detailed or technical analysis (no 

“nuts and bolts”)
…limited value in hydrogeology



2. Technical Reviews2. Technical Reviews

� As the name implies, there is a 
technical component to this review

� Often limited to random checks, 
looking for technical errors
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looking for technical errors
� Check report against standards and 

codes
� Has the report met the objectives?
…some value in hydrogeology



3. Regulatory Reviews3. Regulatory Reviews

� Conducted by regulatory bodies, 
such as municipal departments

� Assessing regulatory compliance
More legal than technical
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� More legal than technical
� The reviewer does not need to be a 

professional
…not appropriate in hydrogeology 

(very few codes available)



4. Internal Reviews4. Internal Reviews

� Performed by colleague in the same 
firm

� Same employer
…not applicable to development 
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…not applicable to development 
application review by municipalities



5. Other Reviews5. Other Reviews

� Review Professional is employed by 
another person who will use the report to 
protect the public 

� The reviewer does not need to inform the 
authoring professional
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authoring professional
� The criterion for acceptance of the report 

is the willingness of the reviewer’s 
organization to rely on the work

…applicable to hydrogeological 
reviews



Historical perspectiveHistorical perspective

� Prior to 1998, the MOE performed 
the review of Hydrogeological and 
Terrain Analysis Reports

� Basis of the review was sound 
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� Basis of the review was sound 
practice and some internal Notices, 
Procedures and unofficial 
Guidelines…until…

� 1995 – Series of D-5 Guidelines are 
published



Historical perspectives (cont’d)Historical perspectives (cont’d)

� 1998: Responsibility for reviews 
downloaded to municipalities

� 2001: RMOC and 11 municipalities 
are amalgamated to form the new 
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are amalgamated to form the new 
City of Ottawa

� Soon after the Provincial 
downloading, the City of Ottawa 
creates a model for the review of 
Hydrogeological and TA Reports



The City of Ottawa ModelThe City of Ottawa Model

Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA)
Between the City 
and three CA’s
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and three CA’s



Our Three Conservation AuthoritiesOur Three Conservation Authorities
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MOA HighlightsMOA Highlights

CA Partners to provide:
� Technical review 

comments/recommendations to the 
City
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City
� Keep City informed
� Turn around time of 28 days
� Attend OMB’s
� Attend pre-consultation meetings



Is it working?
Yes!Yes!
Here are some indicators:

Is it working?
Yes!Yes!
Here are some indicators:
1. D-5-4 & D-5-5 are enforced with a high 

degree of success
2. The state-of-the-art is promoted
3. Gross technical errors are caught
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3. Gross technical errors are caught
4. More data is typically requested
5. Groundwater quality is scrutinized for 

health and aesthetic parameters
6. Impact on groundwater typically dictates 

lot sizes



There are challenges!There are challenges!

Each one of the 
previous 
indicators has 
its own 
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its own 
challenge



Challenge #1Challenge #1

D-5-4 & D-5-5 are enforced with a high 
degree of success
� Regularly challenged because of the 

age of the guidelines (1995/96)
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age of the guidelines (1995/96)
� Difficult to win OMB based on these 

“guidelines” (semantic problem)
� Remedy: The City of Ottawa is 

working on creating its own, council-
endorsed guidelines



Challenge #2Challenge #2

The state-of-the-art is promoted
� It is taking a while for consultants to 

start using the latest technology 
(data loggers, proper software, etc.)
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(data loggers, proper software, etc.)
� Reviewers must keep up with the 

cutting edge of the science and 
incorporate new findings in their 
reviews



Challenge #3Challenge #3

Gross technical errors are caught
� Practitioners often do not have 

formal training in hydrogeology 
(could be classically trained 
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(could be classically trained 
geotechnical or civil engineers)

� Improper concepts creep in
� Sometimes difficult for reviewer to 

“train” practitioners



Challenge #4Challenge #4

More data is typically requested
� The conclusions often overshoot the 

data
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data
� Data = $ —therefore, it is typically 

not easy to obtain the necessary data 
(but persistence pays off!)



Challenge #5Challenge #5

Groundwater quality is scrutinized for 
health and aesthetic parameters
� Health parameters are more easily 
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� Health parameters are more easily 
enforced (with some exceptions)

� Insisting on the D-5-5 MCCRT has 
been a challenge for aesthetic

� Consultants are pushing water 
treatment technologies



Challenge #6Challenge #6

Impact on groundwater typically 
dictates lot sizes
� The envelope of the D-5-4 impact 
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The envelope of the D-5-4 impact 
assessment methodology is often 
pushed

� In villages this is often the point of 
contention (less lots = less profit)

� OMB challenges
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The nature of the reviewThe nature of the review

Summary:
� Much is at stake
� Errors are largely irreversible
� Lack of technical codification
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� Lack of technical codification
� Specialized technical review required
� Criterion: willingness of the organization 

to rely on the work
� Challenges at OMB require groundwater 

professionals



“Groundwater professionals” ARE 
required
“Groundwater professionals” ARE 
required
Conservation Authorities are well 

positioned to provide expert advice 
to municipalities:

� Already employ professionals who 
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� Already employ professionals who 
have formal hydrogeological training

� Have a good understanding of the 
GW context within watersheds

� GW professionals can perform other 
(non-review) functions as well



EducationEducation

Municipalities:
� Need to understand the risks of not 

performing detailed reviews of 
hydrogeological reports
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hydrogeological reports
� Policy groups within municipalities 

need to educate upper management 
and politicians regarding the slow 
nature of “hydrogeological failures”



Education (cont’d)Education (cont’d)

Conservation Authorities:
� Need to understand that reviewing 

development-related hydrogeological 
reports benefits the health of 
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reports benefits the health of 
watersheds

� When a proper agreement is in place 
with municipalities, CA’s can justify 
hiring more groundwater 
professionals



Education (cont’d)Education (cont’d)

Public:
� The public is getting more involved 

in the protection of groundwater, 
especially through Source Water 
Protection efforts
Residents are increasingly concerned 
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� Residents are increasingly concerned 
about development pressures on 
private wells

� Raising the profile of hydrogeology 
in the eyes of the public is in keeping 
with APGO goals



Failures CAN be avoidedFailures CAN be avoided

1. Understand the need
2. Resource the need
3. Avoid this:
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QUESTIONS?
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